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The vertex part in electrodynamics is found for a certain range of momentum values. 

THE vertex part in electrodynamics r a (p, q, l) 
was obtained by Sudakov1 in the region Z2 » p2, 

q2 » m 2, e2 In ( Z2 /m 2 ) « 1. By using the renor
malization group method Blank and Shirkov2 gen
eralized this result to the region in which vacuum 
polarization plays a role. They considered in ad-

r(2) = ~ \ .!!:!!_ .!!!!__ dx rrcl_]n (x- uv)J-1 . (2) 
0 4:rt Yo J U V X- UV- dJ l-'l 

Here 

and the relevant region of integration is given by 

dition to the terms of order ...., e2 In ( l 2 /p2 ) In ( Z2/ q2) IXl = I q2/ !2 1 ~I u I~ 1, U2 = I p2/ !2 1 ~I vI~ 1, 
treated by Sudakov also terms of order e2 In ( Z2/m2 ), 

e2 In(p2/m2), and e2 In(q2/m2 ), however assumed, 
as is customary, that 

e2d1(l2) = e2 [1- {~In (-!2 I m2) J-1 ~ 1, 

as well as that e2 In (Z2/p2 ) « 1 and e2 In ( Z2/q2) 

« 1. As a result of an insufficiently correct ap
plication of the method the result obtained by Blank 
and Shirkov, 2 also cited by Bogolyubov and Shirkov, 3 

turned out to be erroneous. Since the problem may 
be of some interest as far as the method is con
cerned we present in this note a correct version 
of the Blank and Shirkov result. We make use of 
the method and notation of Sudakov. 1 

At first we set the longitudinal part of the photon 
Green's function dz(k2 ) equal to zero. Then the 
skeleton diagram of lowest order in r a ( p, q, l) 
has the form 

(2) e2 ~ 1 1 dk ' kl'- kv) ro =- Yp. .,..----,;- Yo -A -A Yv -k2 I <'lp.v- -k2 . 
Jtl p-k q-k \ 

(1) 

It was shown by Abrikosov4 that the longitudinal 
term ...., kJlkV in Eq. (1) gives, after integration in 
the region I k2 I < ll2 I, only singly logarithmic 
terms ....,e2 In(Z2/p2), e2 In(Z2/q2); whereas there
gion I k2 I > IZ2 1 gives no logarithms at all. One may 
therefore drop this term in Eq. (1) and restrict the 
integration to the region I k2 I < IZ2 1. 

For the sake of definiteness let l2 < 0; the oppo
site case will be obtained by analytic continuation. 
Following Sudakov we introduce the variables u, v, 
x: 

k = p u + qv + k_L. k}_ I l2 = X, 

and transform r~2 > to the form 

O<x<min{lul.lvJ}. 

We integrate first over x. For uv < 0 the sin
gular point x = uv lies outside the contour of inte
gration, for uv > 0 we deform the contour of inte
gration into the complex x-plane so as to pass the 
point x = uv from below along a semicircle of ra
dius uv. Taking into account that f3z « 1 we find 

r~2 > = ~ "1 du \ dv [ ~ <uv) in + f <I uv I )J 
4:rt y ~u .\ v ~1 1 -lnuv 

·t '1 

=-}Ya~ d: ~ d; (~11 -lnuvrt, (3) 

a, a, 

where 8 (x) = 0 for X< 0, 8 (x) = 1 for X> 0, and 
where f ( x) is a certain function which drops out of 
the answer after integration over an even interval 
of u or v. According to Sudakov,2 in the 2n-th 
order relevant contributions to r a come from 
those diagrams in which all virtual photon lines 
surround the point at which the real photon l is 
emitted. Each such term, in a manner analogous 
to that described above, is reduced to the form 

Y~ (- ~)n \ du1 du2 • •• du~ dvj, dvi, ... dv;n 
2 j ul u2 un ~i~· viz' vin 

x (~/1 -lln utvtr1:(~/1 -ln u2v2r1 ••• (~/1 -ln unvnt1, 

where the integration is over the region 

at ~Ul ~U2 •• • ~Un ~ 1, 

a2 ~ Vi, ~ Vt, • •• ~ V;n ~ 1. 

(4) 

If diagrams with all possible distributions of 
photon lines are combined, then the inequality for 
the Vik of Eq. (4) is supplemented by all other pos
sible inequalities among the Vi; consequently one 
may integrate over all Vi from a 2 to unity inde
pendently. If one further symmetrizes over ui 
one arrives at the result 
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r<2n) = ~ -~I du I dv (R-1 -I )-1 = (- J)n - [ 1 1 Jn 
a nl 2 .) u .) v t-'l II UV - Ya 1 • 

• "'' "'2 n. (5) 

The physical reason which makes the above sim
plifications possible is connected with the identity 
and "infrared" smallness of the momenta of the 
relevant quanta. From Eq. (5) we obtain 

fa= Ya exp (- J), 

J=~[(~-1-]n x;)ln(~-1-ln xn 
+ (~-1 -ln z) In (~-1 -ln z)- W1- In x)ln W1- In x) 

- W1 - In y)ln (~-1 -In y) l· (6) 

Here z = -l2/m2, x = -p2/m2, y =- q2/m2; 

xy/z » 1 in accordance with the assumed approxi
mation 

~In~, ~In~~ 1, 
X y ~ lnz, ~ lnx, ~ lny~ 1. 

The result (6) is easily generalized to an arbi
trary dz ( k2 ) ~ 0. At that one should use for the 
functions G and r fJ- in internal parts of the dia
grams their asymptotic expressions 

G (p) = _;._ a-1 (- p2 I m2), r ~'- (pJ, P2. k) = y~'-a (- f2 I m2), 
p 

I f2 I = max { I P~ I, I P: 1. I k2 I L 
00 

a (x) = exp ( :: ~ d1 (£) d£). (7) 
Jnx 

It is easy to see that the change in rf:J- accord
ing to Eq. (7) is compensated by a corresponding 
change in the function G at all vertices except for 
the point at which the external photon l is emitted. 
Therefore each term in Eq. (5) gets multiplied by 
a ( -l2/m2 ) so that the answer is given by 

00 

ra = Yaexp(- J + :: ~ dt (£) d£). (8) 
Jnz 

The connection between Eqs. (8) and (6) corre
sponds to a usual gauge transformation of r a as 
a result of a change in the gauge of dz( k2 ). 6 

The renormalization invariance of expressions 
(6) and (8~ is easily verified directly from the 
equations of the renormalization group [ Eq. (3) 
of Blank and Shirkov2 or Eq. (42.33) of Bogolyubov 

and Shirkov3 ]. For e2 ln z « 1 we obtain from 
Eqs. (6) and (8) Sudakov's result 

( e2 z z) ra=raexp ---In-In-. , 2Jt X y 
(9) 

We note in conclusion that the exponential form 
of the expressions (6) and (8) indicates that it must 
be possible also to obtain the answer by the renor
malization group method. The correct prescription 
is as follows: making use of a renormalization in
variant expression for 

one must calculate the correction to r a in lowest 
order, and then go over in the usual manner3 from 
this ''perturbation theory" formula to the exponen
tial expressions (6) and (8). A proof of this pre
scription in the general case would make it possible 
to solve in a simple manner certain other problems, 
such as for example the taking into account in the 
vertex part r u ( p, q, l) under discussion of "singly 
logarithmic" terms of order e2 In ( Z2 /p2 ) and 
e2 ln ( l2/ q2 ). 

The author is grateful to D. V. Shirkov for a dis
cussion of the results. 
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